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A leading idea in Optimality Theory is parallelism of constraint satisfaction
(Prince and Smolensky 1993: §2). In parallelist Optimality Theory (henceforth OT)
only fully-formed candidates are generated and evaluated for goodness against the
entire constraint hierarchy. There are no intermediate stages. This paper examines
a number of issues that parallelism raises in deriving doubly reduplicated words.
Northern Lushootseed (Puget Salish) exhibits a pattern of reduplication which
appears to require an intermediate stage.
(1)
a
b
c
d
e

Lushootseed Reduplication (Hess and Hilbert 1976, 2: 165)
bcdá§
child, offspring
bí-bcda§
small child
DIMINUTIVE
bcd-bcdá§
children
DISTRIBUTIVE
bí-bcd-bcda§
dolls; litter [of animals]
DIM-DIST
bí-bi-bcda§
young children
DIST-DIM

The root is shown in (1a). In (1b) the diminutive is C1í- with a fixed segment in its
nucleus. In (1c) the distributive is a C1V1C2- prefix with the base vowel in its
nucleus. The diminutive and distributive reduplicative morphemes can co-occur on
a number of stems (Hess 1967; Broselow 1983). When the diminutive precedes the
distributive, as in (1d), the reduplicative affixes are the same as in the single
reduplications: C1 í-C1 V1 C2 -. However, when the distributive precedes the
diminutive, as in (1e), the pattern is: C1í-C1i-. The distributive affix is not its usual
C1V1C2- shape. In fact, it is identical to the diminutive reduplicant, suggesting that
the stem in (1e) is derived from the stem in (1b).
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The bí-bi-bcdà§ pattern of double reduplication presents an interesting
challenge to parallelist OT because it has provided evidence for morphological
subjacency and cyclicity in double reduplications (Broselow 1983). Every theory of
reduplication which has a copying procedure, must invoke the cycle to get the correct
shape and fixed segmentism in Lushootseed. The use of the cycle differs quite
radically from the analysis developed in this paper, where there are no intermediate
stages. The identity between the distributive and diminutive morphemes in
bí-bi-bcdà§ will be shown to be an instance of overapplication of fixed segmentism
in reduplication, similar to the reduplicative identity effects analyzed by McCarthy and
Prince (1995). By showing that parallelism may be maintained in the face of a process
of word-formation which was necessarily cyclic, this study provides further support
for the non-derivational nature of OT.
In section 1 I present the analysis developed in Broselow (1983), discussing
why the cycle is necessary in double reduplications. In the remainder of the paper I
will show that in OT no intermediate stage is required. Parallelism of constraint
evaluation results in the correct size and fixed segmentism of all reduplicative affixes,
regardless of the morphological composition of the word. Section 2 presents a
discussion of parallelism in OT and lays out the basic framework for reduplication.
In section 3 a comprehensive analysis of the diminutive and distributive patterns of
reduplications is presented. Finally, section 4 shows that the constraint rankings
obtained for the single reduplications also account for the double reduplications:
nothing special need be said of the doubly reduplicated stems. I will also discuss what
would be required of a serial analysis, arguing that the parallel approach is formally
more simple than one involving intermediate stages.

1.

Cyclicity and double reduplications

Broselow (1983) presents the only previous account of Lushootseed double
reduplications. She crucially requires intermediate stages and assumes two principles
for the formation of double reduplications: cyclicity and subjacency. Cyclicity, a
standard assumption of Lexical Phonology (Kiparsky 1982; Mohanan 1986), states
that 'each reduplication affix involves a new cycle in the lexicon' (Broselow 1983:
327). It rules out forms like (2a), in which the distributive morpheme incorrectly
copies the segmental material of the root. Subjacency 'prevents the copying of
phonemic material across two or more bounding nodes, where "stem" is a bounding
node for word-level rules' (Broselow 1983: 342). It rules out forms like (2b), in
which the distributive copies segmental material which extends past the diminutive.
For perspicuity I have underlined the portion of the word which supplies the
segmental content of the distributive.
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(2)

a
b
c

Distributive-Diminutive
dist.
CVC
*bcd-bi-bcda§
bcd
*bib-bi-bcda§
bib
bi-bi-bcda§
bi

dim.
Ci
bi
bi
bi

(modified from Broselow 1983: 325)
stem
CVCVCVC
bcda§
bcda§
bcda§
small children

The attested form is (2c), obeying cyclicity and subjacency.
Cyclicity and subjacency are both required to explain why the distributive is
Cí in DIST-DIM stems. Given the structure of bíbibcdà§ in (3), the derivation
proceeds as in (4) and (5).
(3)

[word[stemDIST[stemDIM[stembcdá§]]]]

The first cycle produces [stembcdá§].
On the second cycle the diminutive Ci skeleton is prefixed. The quality of the
diminutive vowel is represented as a prespecified melody in the lexicon (see Marantz
1982). The melody contained in the subjacent stem (bcda§) is copied and associated
from left to right. Finally, unassociated melodemes are erased.
(4)

dim.
i
CV
b

stem

cda§

CVCVC
b c d a §

!

bibcda§

On the next cycle, the distributive CVC skeleton is prefixed. Subjacency
ensures that only melodemes contained in the subjacent cycle (diminutive
reduplication) are available for copy.
(5)

dist.
CVC
bi

dim.
i
CV
b

stem
CVCVC
b c d a§

!

bibibcda§

The melody bi is copied and associated. Because there are fewer melodemes than
skeletal positions, a lone C slot remains unassociated and is erased at the end of the
cycle.
Subjacency provides a principled explanation for the size alternation of the
distributive affix. In DIM-DIST stems, the entire root is available for copy and the
distributive is CVC. In DIST-DIM stems, only diminutive material is available for
copy, hence the distributive is only bisegmental CV. While Broselow claims that
Subjacency is a general property of reduplication theory, in section 3 I will present
evidence against subjacency as an account of the size alternation. Rather than
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providing a morphological analysis, I will present evidence that a general process of
anti-gemination in Lushootseed is active in restricting the size of the distributive
reduplicant.
In the copy and associate model that Broselow adopts, cyclicity is required in
double reduplications because the reduplicant (the phonological exponence of a
reduplicative affix, a term coined by Cari Spring) and the base (the string supplying
the phonological content) must be adjacent. The following forms show that the
distributive reduplicant must copy adjacent material. The adjacency requirement is
particularly observable in stems which have a C1í- diminutive reduplicant.
(6)
a
b

Double Reduplications
DIM-DIST: bí-bcd-bcda§
DIST-DIM: bí-bi-bcda§

dolls; litter [of animals]
young children

In (a) the distributive is composed of the three segments to its immediate right. In (b)
it is composed of the two segments (one of which is a fixed segment) to its immediate
right. In this model of reduplication, the only way to achieve adjacency between
reduplicant and base is to have cyclic application of segmental copying.
In fact, cyclicity is required to derive Lushootseed double reduplications in
every theory of reduplication which has a process of copying: copy and associate
(Marantz 1982), parafixation (Clements 1985; Mester 1986), and copy and trim
(Steriade 1988). The following derivation, in which the stem bcda§ is copied twice,
shows that parallel affixation results in non-adjacency of the outermost reduplicant
and its base.
(7)

Parallel affixation
dist.
dim.
i
CVC
CV
b c da§
b cda§

stem
CVCVC
b cd a §

!

*bcd-bi-bcda§

Nothing about copying theories of reduplication explains why parallel affixation
cannot occur in Lushootseed. Thus each theory must invoke the cycle.
While in previous models, double reduplications must be formed cyclically, in
OT they need not be. In OT, parallel affixation of both reduplicative morphemes can
occur because reduplicant and base are adjacent in the output, and constraints
evaluate outputs. In the next section I present an outline of the formal mechanism for
reduplication in OT. In following sections I show that the shape and segmental
content of both distributive alternants (CVC- and Cí-) result from general phonotactic
constraints interacting with reduplicative constraints.
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Parallelism in Optimality Theory

In OT, parallelism refers to a property of Gen(erator). Only fully-formed
candidates are emitted (see Prince and Smolensky 1993: § 2 for details). These fullyformed candidates are evaluated for well-formedness against the entire constraint
hierarchy. Because the pairing of input and output involves no intermediate stages,
this necessarily entails that there is no cycle in strict parallelist OT. To have a cycle
would require an intermediate stage.
Two studies which provide evidence for separate levels/strata in OT are
McCarthy and Prince (1993: Appendix) and Kenstowicz (1994a). The motivation for
distinct levels comes from constraint re-ranking. Note however, that Gen still emits
fully-formed candidates at various stages. The different constraint rankings associated
with separate strata is the hall-mark of a serial derivation in OT. (A restricted form
of serialism, without constraint re-ranking, is proposed in Benua (1995) to account
for identity effects in truncated words.)
The prediction that parallelism makes for doubly reduplicated stems is clear.
If one constraint hierarchy can derive single and double reduplications, then both are
formed in parallel. If a separate constraint ranking is required for double
reduplications, then there must be an intermediate stage.
The unique feature of reduplicative morphemes is that phonological invariance
is defined by overall shape rather than segmental content, the segmental content being
supplied by a base. McCarthy and Prince (1994a), in their Utrecht talks, outline two
general mechanisms for deriving invariant shape and segmental dependency:
Generalized Template Specification and Generalized Template Satisfaction. The need
to generalize comes from the goal to eliminate as many reduplication specific
conditions from the grammar as possible. I outline first how reduplicative morphemes
get variable segmentism, and then how shape invariance is achieved. The following
echoes a more detailed discussion in McCarthy and Prince (1995).
Reduplicative morphemes are represented in the input as abstract,
phonologically empty REDi, REDj,..., where REDi is specified only for morphological
classification. The input is necessarily empty because the exact segmental content can
only be determined by the base to which it is attached. The phonological exponence
of REDi is the output reduplicant string.
The segmental content of a reduplicant is achieved via a correspondence
relation with a base, where base is defined as an adjacent string in the output
(McCarthy and Prince 1993). For prefixing reduplication, the base is the string
immediately to the right; for suffixing, it is to the left of the reduplicant.
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Correspondence is a relation pairing up strings of various types and is defined as
follows.2
(8)

Correspondence (McCarthy and Prince 1995)
Given two strings S1 and S2 , related to one another by some linguistic
process, correspondence is a function f from any subset of elements of S1 to
S2. Any element " of S1 and any element $ of S2 are correspondents of one
another if " is the image of $ under correspondence; that is, "=f($).

Correspondence between base and reduplicant holds between output strings. It
replaces the inherently procedural operations of copying and association in obtaining
segmental identity between base and reduplicant. Adjacency between base and
reduplicant is obtained via the definition of base.
Gen is free to supply any string as the reduplicant, and identity between base
and reduplicant is evaluated by a number of constraints which ensure goodness of
correspondence. Faithfulness of reduplicant to base include such properties as:
whether the reduplicant begins or ends like its base, whether it reflects the same linear
order as the base, whether it contains material not in the base, and whether it includes
everything in the base. Two key faithfulness constraints are MAX and DEP: MAX
ensures total copy and DEP bars all non-base material. The definitions are provided
below, where Domain refers to the set of correspondents in S1 and Range refers to
the set of correspondents in S 2; for reduplication S
1 is the base and
2 S is the
reduplicant.
(9)

MAX
Every element in S1 has a correspondent in S2. That is Domain(f)=S1
DEP
Every element in S2 has a correspondent in S1. That is Range(f)=S2

When MAX and DEP are obeyed, reduplication is total. Partial reduplication results
when MAX is violated under compulsion of some higher ranked constraint(s).
The invariance associated with reduplicative morphemes has typically been
associated with a template of some form (Marantz 1982; McCarthy and Prince 1986,
1990). However, McCarthy and Prince (1994a; Pt 1) propose that the invariance
need not be defined templatically.3 Rather, it can be determined by the interaction of
faithfulness constraints with general phono-constraints.

2

Initially, correspondence related only reduplicant and base, however, recently its been extended to
input-output strings (McCarthy and Prince 1995) and truncated-base words (Benua 1995).
3

A similar idea has been proposed by Steriade (1988), who shows that templates can be composed
of two conditions: one on phonological markedness and another on weight.
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(10)
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Generalized Template (MP 1994a: Pt. 1)
Templatic targets are determined by structural conditions, which, interacting
through constraint ranking, properly characterize the desired invariance
structure.

A central idea to Generalized Templates is that reduplicative morphemes need only
be specified for morphological category, where MCat can be Root, Afx, or Stem
(McCarthy and Prince 1994a: Pt. 1). The shape invariance results from canonical
morpheme shape emerging in reduplication, where the shape of reduplicants parallels
the shape of morphemes in a language.
In addition to phono-constraints, Generalized Template theory crucially
requires constraints which refer to morphological and prosodic categories. These
MCat/PCat constraints also serve to restrict the size of reduplicants. One such
constraint proposed by McCarthy and Prince is Afx #F.
(11)

Afx#F (McCarthy and Prince 1994b; Pt1)
The phonological exponent of an affix is no larger than a syllable.

Partial reduplication results because Afx#F dominates MAX.
The basic features of reduplication are summarized as RED being a
phonologically empty morpheme, achieving its segmental content via correspondence
with a base. Size restrictors and phono-constraints interact with MAX to achieve the
invariant shape. Finally, something must be said about languages with multiple
reduplicative morphemes.
Each reduplicative morpheme has its own correspondence relation. Because
each reduplicative morpheme necessarily has a different shape, different conditions
must figure into determining its invariance. As a consequence, each abstract REDi
comes with an attendant set of faithfulness constraints. So, in doubly reduplicated
words, the output will contain two reduplicants and two bases, evaluated by two
REDi-specific sets of faithfulness constraints. It is important to note that that the
ranking of the faithfulness constraints for distinct reduplicative morphemes is expected
to differ.
Having introduced the basic assumptions and theoretical framework, I now
turn to the analysis. First I present the single reduplications. Then I show that the
rankings obtained for words with only one reduplicative morpheme also account for
words with double reduplications. This result is expected under the strictest view of
parallelism in OT.
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Single reduplications

The complex and varied patterns of reduplication exhibited in Northern
Lushootseed (a dialect group of Puget Salish) have been a topic of several studies
(Haeberlin 1918; Hess 1966; Hess and Hilbert 1976; Broselow 1983; Broselow and
McCarthy 1984; Davis 1985; Bates 1986; Kirkham 1992). The most recent reference
on Lushootseed notes six distinct categories of reduplicative affix (Bates, Hess and
Hilbert 1994). Of these, diminutive and distributive are the most common and are the
basis of this study.

3.1

Diminutive

Diminutive reduplication indicates smallness, diminished action and
endearment (Bates, Hess and Hilbert 1994). It is characterized by the following
patterns.
(12)
a
b

c
d

Lushootseed Diminutive (BHH 94)4
álcs
hand
hiw-il
go ahead
'8'á§
rock
tcláw-il
run
s-duukw
knife
w
s-duk
bad
súqw'a§
younger sibling
buus
four
Xcc-bid
afraid

á+ alcs
hi+hiwil
'í+ '8'a§
tí+tclaw'-il
s-dí+duukw
s-dú§+dukw
sú§+suqw'a§
bí§+buus
Xí§+Xcc-bid

little hand
go ahead a bit
little rock
jog
small knife
riff-raff
little younger sibling
four little items
a little afraid of it

Stress always falls on the reduplicant (which is underlined). While there are four
alternants, C1V1-, C1í-, C1 V1 §-, and C1 í§-, Bates (1986) provides evidence that the
basic alternant is C1 V1 -. First, Bates argues that the glottal stop in (12c) and (12d)
is not a part of the reduplicative affix.5 Thus we are left with C1 V1 - and C1 í-. Bates
also observes that the choice between C1V- (12a/12c) and C 1í- (12b/12d) is entirely
predictable: C1í- when the stem contains schwa, a long vowel or begins with a
consonant cluster, and C1V- elsewhere.
The analysis requires two parts: first, specifying the morphological category
of the diminutive, then determining the constraint interaction to derive the two

4

All data are taken from Bates, Hess, and Hilbert (1994) Lushootseed Dictionary (henceforth BHH
94). Unless noted, all observations are of the Northern dialect group. The phoneme inventory of
Lushootseed includes the following: /p, p', t, t', c, c', , ', k, k', kw, kw’, q, q', qw, qw’, §, 8', b, d, dz , j, g,
gw, s, |, š, xw , X, Xw , h, l, l', y, y', w, w' i, ii, u, uu, a, aa, c/. Following Salish convention, = indicates
a lexical suffix, - indicates a fixed segmental affix, and + indicates a reduplicative affix.
5

Bates (1986) analyzes the glottal stop as occuring post-lexically, on open stressed syllables.
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predictable alternants. The diminutive is analyzed as an affix: RED-DIM=Afx.6 The
two alternants, C1V1- and C1í-, have the same shape, but differ in the presence of a
fixed segment. The basic shape is analyzed first, then the fixed segmentism. The
fixed segmentism is only found with marked bases, and is analyzed as an instance of
unmarked structure emerging in reduplication (McCarthy and Prince 1994b).
The CV- shape results because NoCoda (a constraint barring coda consonants:
Prince and Smolensky 1993) dominates MAX-DIM. The size restrictor Afx#F keeps
the reduplicant monosyllabic.
Afx#F >> NoCoda >> MAX-DIM

(13)

s-DIM- alcs

Afx#F

NoCoda

MAX-DIM

á- alcš

*

**

b

ál- alcs

**!

*

c

álc- alcs

*

***

a

L

*!

Candidate a, the optimal form, obeys Afx#F and NoCoda but fares the worst on
MAX-DIM. Candidate b violates NoCoda twice, which proves fatal. Candidate c is
suboptimal because it is bisyllabic. The correct shape is obtained because the
correspondence constraint MAX-DIM is subordinate to the size restrictor Afx#F and
the syllable-markedness constraint NoCoda.
The analysis of the Cí- alternant draws on the descriptive insights of Bates
(1986: 11): '[f]orms take Ci- if CV- prefixation is prevented by independent
principles'. Essentially, when the base cannot provide an optimal nucleus for the
reduplicant, i epenthesis results. The diminutive is Cí under the following conditions:
with cluster-initial roots, with roots which contain long vowels, and with roots whose
initial vowel is schwa.
The fixed segmentism of the diminutive is not represented as a prespecified
melody in the lexicon (McCarthy and Prince 1986 et seq.). Because the fixed segment
is 'epenthetic' (in the sense that it is not present in the base), all C 1í- alternants violate
DEP-DIM, which bars non-base material from the reduplicant.
(14)

6

DEP: Every element of S2 has a correspondent in S1. That is Range(f) = S2.

I will indicate the diminutive and distributive reduplicative constraints by suffixing the labels DIM
and DIST respectively.
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Non-correspondence is compelled by a number of constraints, the general pattern
falling under the ranking schema of the Emergence of the Unmarked (McCarthy and
Prince 1994b; 1995).
(15)

Emergence of the Unmarked (MP 1995)
FaithfulnessI/O >> Phono-Constraint >> FaithfulnessB/R

Unmarked structure emerges in reduplication because a phono-constraint intervenes
between input/output and base/reduplicant faithfulness. The cost of maintaining
faithfulness of the input/output domain is that the output is marked with respect to the
phono-constraint. The cost of obeying the phono-constraint in the reduplicant is less
than perfect identity. Space limitations preclude a full analysis of the diminutive, so
only the aspects relevant to base/reduplicant faithfulness will be presented in the
following discussion. For further details see Urbanczyk (in prep).
In cluster-initial roots, the reduplicant has only a simplex onset, while the base
has a complex onset. The relevant phono-constraint is *Complex.
(16)

*Complex (Prince and Smolensky 1993: 87)
No more than one C or V may associate to any syllable position node.

*Complex ensures that the reduplicant has a simplex onset, but a further constraint
is need to rule out C 1V 1, in which the second consonant is skipped over to copy the
base vowel. This segment skipping pattern is attested in the Sanskrit perfective
pattern: pa-prath 'spread' (Shaw 1995; Steriade 1988; Whitney 1889: §590; McCarthy
and Prince 1986). Lushootseed differs minimally from Sanskrit, because Sanskrit
tolerates skipping while Lushootseed does not. The relevant faithfulness constraint
is the No-Skipping portion of Contiguity.
(17)

Contiguity (No-Skipping in B) (MP 1995)
The portion of S 1 standing in correspondence forms a contiguous string, as
does the correspondent portion of S2. That is, Domain(f) is a single
contiguous string.

The C1í- pattern emerges because *Complex and No-Skipping are obeyed at
the expense of DEP DIM as the following tableau shows.
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(18)

*Complex, No-Skipping >> DependenceDIM

DIM- 8'a§

*Complex

a

'8'á '8'a§

b

'á '8'a§

*

'í '8'a§

*

c

L

No-Skipping

DepDIM

**!
*!
*

The preceding ranking derives the Lushootseed pattern, while the reverse ranking
(Dependence dominating No-Skipping) derives the Sanskrit pattern.
The cluster-initial roots show that the fixed segment does not have a
correspondent in the base. If the fixed segment stood in correspondence with the base
vowel, the reduplicant would violate No-Skipping. I now turn to the question of the
quality of the fixed segment.
The fixed segment is i because it is the least marked nucleus under stress. The
unmarkedness of i follows from two assumptions. i is specified with the feature
[coronal] (Clements 1991), and because *Pl/Cor is universally low ranked, inserting
[coronal] is more harmonic than inserting other place features. The 'under stress'
condition is important because, while schwa is the regular epenthetic vowel (Hess and
Hilbert 1976; Broselow 1983; Bates 1986), it is marked when stressed. Recall that
the diminutive is always assigned primary stress. The only time that schwa is stressed
in Northern Lushootseed is when there are no full vowels in a word. Hess (1977)
describes the stress system as follows: stress falls on the first full vowel, or if the stem
contains only schwas, then stress falls on the first schwa.7 The Cí- reduplicant avoids
stressing schwa because the unmarked vowel i can be made available in reduplication.
This brief explanation of the quality of the fixed segment also provides the key
to the analysis of a second set of roots. Recall that the fixed segment occurs with
roots containing schwa. The analysis relates vowel quality with stress. Schwa is
stressed only under duress, so with diminutive reduplication, stressed i is prefered
over stressed c.
Support for relating stress and vowel quality comes from the following
cluster-initial and schwa vowelled roots which would otherwise be exceptional.
(19)
a
b

7

Diminutives with Non-Initial Stress
qsí§
uncle
qc+qsí§
favorite uncle
8'cl=ádi§
sound, noise 8'c+8'cl=ádi§ little noise

This predictable stress can be overridden by some inherently stressed suffixes. Prefixes are never
stressed, providing evidence that the prosodic word coincides with the left edge of the root.
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Here the fixed segment is schwa rather than i, but this is expected because stress does
not fall on the diminutive. Presumably, these are cases of inherent stress over-riding
the regular pattern of initial stress. The analysis of the schwa-vowelled roots requires
a brief excursus on the assignment of stress and the proposed phono-constraint
*Stressed-schwa.
The unstressability of schwa is common cross-linguistically. In addition to
Northern Lushootseed, there are Dutch (Kager 1991), English, Eastern Cheremis
(Hayes 1980), French (Selkirk 1977), Indonesian (Cohn 1989), and several languages
discussed in Kenstowicz (1994b: Aljutor, Chukchee, Mari and Mordwin).8
Compared to other Salish languages, Northern Lushootseed has a fairly
predictable stress pattern. The following ranking presents the basic interactions,
ensuring that stress falls on the first full vowel, otherwise, stress falls on the first
schwa. The prevalence of initial stress shows that feet are trochaic in Lushootseed.
As their names imply, *Unstressed-V bars non-stressed full vowels, and *Stressedschwa bars stressed schwa. The alignment constraint ensures that feet are initial,
where foot form is trochaic.
(20)

*Unstressed-V >> Align-L(PrWd, Ft), *Stressed-schwa

No ranking can be determined between Align-L(PrWd, Ft) and *Stressed-schwa.
Diminutives of roots with schwa show that the preceding micro-hierarchy
dominates Dep-DIM. The following tableau shows that this constraint ranking
accounts for the fixed segment, initial stress, and secondary stress on a following full
vowel.

8

There are several approaches to formalizing *Stressed-schwa. Language-internal evidence supports
Kenstowicz's (1994b) sonority-based proposal, where prominence peaks are preferentially more sonorous
vowels. Schwa is the least sonorous vowel, and makes the worst prominence peak. A second aspect of
Kenstowicz's proposal is that sonorous vowels are marked when unstressed. In Lushootseed, /a/ is the
only vowel that reduces to schwa when unstressed. Kenstowicz’s proposal relates these two facts. Kager
(1991) proposes that schwa is mora-less at early stages of syllabification (consistent with being mora-less
in the input). Itô (personal communication) suggests that schwa cannot be stressed because the head of
a stressed foot must be headed by a vowel feature. If schwa is placeless (and [place] is the head of a
segment as Itô and Mester 1993 propose), then schwa cannot be stressed because a headless vowel
cannot head a stressed foot.
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*Unstress-V >> Align-L, *Stress-c >> Dep-DIM

(21)

DIM-bcda§

*Unstress-V

Align-L

*Stress-c

L

a bíbcdà§

*

b bcbcdà§

*!

c bcbcdá§
d bcbcda§

Dep-DIM

*!
*!

*

*

The optimal candidate only violates Dep-DIM, while all the suboptimal candidates
violate at least one of the higher ranked constraints. The preceding tableau shows
that the initial stress on diminutives follows the regular pattern of the language.
Because Dep-DIM is low-ranking, a fixed segment occurs in the nucleus of the
reduplicant. Once again the pattern is consistent with the ranking of the emergence
of the unmarked, where high-ranking DependenceI/O is not indicated, *Stressed-schwa
being the intervening phono-constraint (because schwa is stressed in non-reduplicated
stems).
When the root contains a long vowel, the relevant phono-constraint which
dominates Dep-DIM is No-Long-V.
No-Long-V (Prince and Smolensky 1993; Rosenthall 1994)9
*
F
µ µ
V

(22)

While the base contains a long vowel, the reduplicant contains a fixed vowel, not a
shortened version of the base vowel, so a further constraint is required to rule out a
reduplicant with a short base vowel.
Following Bates (1986), I analyze the failure to copy a portion of the long
vowel as a result of transfer. Clements (1985) introduced the term transfer to refer
to cases of reduplication which carry over aspects of syllable structure, such as vowel
length and glide-hood, from base to affix (see also Levin 1983; McCarthy and Prince
1988). Transfer is formalized as a constraint on correspondence below.10

9

For a different conception of No-Long-V see Itô and Mester (1995).

10

It is not clear whether Transfer should be generalized to include onset-hood and/or coda-hood.
If so, the definition of Transfer can include onset-hood by including zero as a value for the variable.
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Transfer (S1 , S2 ) = (B, R)
If " (an integer) weight bearing units dominate a segment in S1, then " weight
bearing units dominate its correspondent in S2.

Transfer ensures that the weight of a vowel (or geminate) remains constant in B and
R.11 The Cí- reduplicant trivially obeys Transfer because the long vowel in the base
has no correspondent in the reduplicant.
(24)

No-Long-V, Transfer >> Dependence-DIM

s-DIM-duukw

No-Long-V

L s-díduuk

w

*

b

s-dúduukw

*

c

s-dúuduukw

*!*

a

Transfer

Dep-DIM
*

*!

The optimal candidate (a) only contains one long vowel and obeys Transfer at the
expense of Dependence-DIM. The suboptimal candidates incur a fatal violation of
Transfer (b) and No-Long-V (c).
The preceding analysis shows that the size and fixed segmentism of the
diminutive reduplicant are instances of unmarked structure emerging in reduplication.
(25)
a
b

Diminutive Summary Ranking:
Shape
Afx#F, NoCoda >> MAX-DIM
Fixed Segmentism
No-Skipping, Transfer, *Complex, No-Long-V >> DEP-DIM, MAX-DIM
*Unstress-V >> Align-L(PrWd, Ft), *Stress-schwa >> DEP-DIM, MAX-DIM

The CV shape follows from the size restrictor Afx#F and NoCoda having precedence
over total copy (Max-DIM). The appearance of the fixed segment may be described
as 'no copy is better than a bad copy'. Unmarked structure emerges because of higher
ranked phono-constraints (*Complex, *Stressed-schwa, No-Long-V), but faithfulness

11

Transfer bans shortening and lengthening of vowels. The definition of transfer makes predictions
about certain transfer effects. If a language has low-ranked Transfer then we predict that long vowels can
shorten as well as short vowels lengthen. So far this prediction is borne out. For B/R correspondence,
in Tagalog a long vowel shortens to accomodate a light syllable template and a short vowel lengthens to
accomodate a heavy syllable template (Carrier-Duncan 1984). For I/O correspondence, in Luganda
closed syllable shortening is associated with some geminate forms, and compensatory lengthening
accompanies glide formation (Clements 1986). For O/O correspondence of truncated forms, in Japanese
Hypocoristic formation long vowels may shorten and short vowels may lengthen to accommodate the
template (Poser 1990; Benua 1995).
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also requires good correspondence as indicated by high-ranking No-Skipping and
Transfer.
The correct analysis of fixed segmentism is significant to a parallel account of
double reduplications because, as I will show, the diminutive faithfulness constraints
are lower ranked than distributive ones. Double reduplications exploit this difference
in ranking, resulting in the diminutive being less faithful to its base than the
distributive in both single and double reduplications.

3.2

Distributive

Distributive reduplication indicates plurality and the distribution of items
(Bates, Hess and Hilbert 1994). The two productive patterns of the distributive are
CVC- and CV-. 12 First let us examine the CVC- pattern exemplified below.
(26)
a

b

Lushootseed Distributive
saqw'
fly
k'aw(a)
chew (food)
dcš
lean over
dzcX
move
z w
d ck '
travel
s- ctxwcd
bear

sáqw'+saqw' fly here and there
k'áw'+k'aw
chewing13
dcš+dcš-ád set many things on their side
dzcX+dzcX move household
dzckw'+dzckw' wander about continually
s- ct+ ctxwcd bears

In all cases the distributive is identical to the first CVC of the stem. Like the
diminutive, the distributive follows the regular stress pattern of the language.
However, unlike the diminutive, schwa can be stressed. This difference will be
significant in the analysis of double reduplications.14 The preceding pattern illustrates
that the distributive is a CVC- prefix.
The CVC- shape results because MAX-DIST dominates NoCoda. The
template is analyzed as affixal: RED-DIST=Afx. Therefore, Afx#F is active in
restricting the size of the distributive reduplicant to a syllable.

12

Hess and Hilbert (1976, 2: 161) note that there are two irregular forms of the distributive which
occur with high frequency words. A small set have the shape -VC2-, and another small set have a C 1caffix.
13

Hess and Hilbert (1976, 2: 161) note that when the second consonant of the distributive is a
sonorant, it is glottalized.
14

In the stems in (b) *Stressed-schwa is violated and Dep-DIST is obeyed. The ranking between
DependenceDIST and *Stressed-schwa cannot be determined. While suboptimal *bid-bcda§ violates DepDIST, it also violates both parts of Contiguity (see MP 1995). Correspondents in the base and
reduplicant are discontiguous: only the consonants are in correspondence. Dom(f) is split: {b, d}, as is
Range(f): {b, d}. A valid ranking argument cannot be obtained because Contiguity (rather than
Dependence) could compel violation of *Stressed-schwa.
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Afx#F >> MAX-DIST >> NoCoda
Afx#F

a

Lbcdbcdá§

b

bcbcdá§

c bcdabcdá§

*!

MAX-DIST

NoCoda

**

**

***!

*

*

*

Candidate a. is selected as optimal. Candidate b. fares the worst on MAX-DIST.
Candidate c. violates Afx#F because it is disyllabic. With high ranking Afx#F and
MAX-DIST, the optimal shape of the distributive reduplicant is CVC.
A small number of forms have a CV- alternant: roots in which the first two
consonants are identical. This pattern is significant to understanding the CValternant of the double-reduplications. The following is an exhaustive list of stems
with (almost) identical initial consonants and their distributive forms.
(28)
a)i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
b)

Distributive: C1=C2
c'íc'al
long feathers with thick stems
c'íc'íc'al-b
sprouted wings
t'ít'-cb
bathe
t'ít'it'-cb
bathe for a while
t'uc'-il
fire a gun
shoot more than once
t'út'c'-il
wíw'su
children; little
[Southern Lushootseed]
wíwiw'su
little [plural]
lclwá§scd
sleeping platform
lclclwá§scd sleeping platforms
lil
far, far away
§u-líllil-tcb
they were separated (from rest of group)

In (a) there are five stems which have a CV- reduplicant. However, in (b) there is one
stem with a CVC- reduplicant. The regular pattern for stems with identical initial
consonants, then, is as in (a): only the first CV- of the root is copied.
A phonological analysis is required to explain why the second consonant does
not reduplicate in (28a). A careful examination of the preceding stems, and
segmentally similar forms in the Lushootseed Dictionary shows that the identical
consonants do not arise from reduplication. Because the forms are not reduplicated,
failure to copy the second consonant cannot be due to subjacency as would be
expected under Broselow's proposal. Recall that subjacency restricts the copying to
the adjacent stem. The non-reduplicated stems are a copying domain. So a
phonological analysis is required.
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The failure to copy the second consonant in the distributive is analyzed as an
instance of antigemination. If the distributive were the maximal C1 V1 C2 - prefix, the
output would contain two adjacent identical consonants.
(29)
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

Unattested Distributive Forms
*c'ic'c'ic'al-b
*t'it't'it'-cb
*t'uc't'uc'-il
*wiw'wiw'su
*lcllclwa§scd

Antigemination accounts for all cases of a CV- distributive reduplicant. Thus, high
ranked phonological constraints prevent the maximal CVC- distributive affix from
occuring whenever the first two consonants of a stem are identical.
Broselow (1983: 326) suggests that a process of antigemination would explain
why the distributive is CV- in the DIST-DIM stems. With distributive affixation, the
entire diminutive-stem melody is copied. Melodemes are associated to the CVC affix.
The form is then subject to a rule of antigemination.
(30)

DIST
CVC
b i b cda§

DIM
CV
b i

Stem
bcda§
anti-gemination

!
!

bibbibcda§
bibibcda§

While antigemination accounts for the DIST-DIM pattern of reduplication, Broselow
maintains the subjacency analysis. She cites the form in (28b), with the CVC- shape,
as evidence against an antigemination rule. As stated above, subjacency cannot derive
the CV- pattern of single reduplications in (28a). I can find no explanation for why
both consonants reduplicate in (28b), but will adopt the antigemination analysis based
on language-internal evidence.
A large amount of evidence supports a general process of antigemination in
Lushootseed. Hess (1967: 7) notes that identical stops reduce to a single stop.
Snyder (1968: 22) also notes the loss of an identical consonant at morpheme
junctures. An examination of the medial clusters in the recently expanded corpus
(Bates, Hess, and Hilbert 1994), shows that geminates are extremely rare, limited to:
gwgw qq and ll. Of the handful of words found with geminates, two have alternate
pronunciations which avoid the geminate.
(31)
a
b

Medial Geminates
§údcgw=gwiL ~ §údcgw=iL
8'clla§
~ 8'ála
w
dx -ycq=qíd-cb
§u-lílliltcb

middle of canoe
after a while
Speak up!
they were separated (from rest of group)
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Even when there are identical consonants as in (a), they are avoided by deletion. The
virtual lack of geminates provides strong evidence that antigemination accounts for
the CV- distributive.
Two constraints rule out geminate structures: the Obligatory Contour
Principle (OCP) and NoLink. The OCP (Leben 1973; Goldsmith 1976; McCarthy
1986) rules out adjacent identical consonants:
(32)

Obligatory Contour Principle
At the melodic level, adjacent identical elements are prohibited

NoLink rules out linked structures (Selkirk 1984).15
(33)

NoLink
*
!

"

!

Gemination satisfies the OCP by linking identical melodemes, but it violates NoLink.
Nowhere in the phonology of Lushootseed is there evidence of linking between
adjacent consonants. 16 Antigemination satisfies both the OCP and NoLink: there is
only one segment and it is not doubly linked.
High ranking OCP and NoLink compel violation of MAX-DIST. The
following tableau shows that MAX-DIST is violated in order to satisfy the OCP and
NoLink.
(34)

OCP, NoLink >> MAX-DIST
OCP

a.

c'ic'c'ic'al

b. c'ic'c'ic'al
\/
c.

L c'ic'ic'al

NoLink

*!

MAX-DIST
**

*!

**

***

15

While Itô, Mester, and Padgett (forthcoming) propose a family of NoLink constraints, only the
most general version is needed for the Lushootseed analysis.
16

In Lushootseed there is no assimilation between adjacent consonants. There are no nasals, and
adjacent segments may differ in glottalization, voicing and place. NoLink is only violated between
vowels. There are long vowels as well as a process of vowel harmony in a subset of transitive stems (e.g.
bíxwi-d 'toss it, shake it' BHH94: 41).
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Candidates a. and b. fare the best on MAX-DIST. However, a. violates the OCP and
b. violates NoLink. The optimal candidate obeys the OCP and NoLink at the expense
of MAX-DIST.
External evidence for antigemination at the reduplicant/base boundary comes
from a similar pattern of reduplication in Rotuman, an Austronesian language.
Churchward (1940: 103) observes that if reduplication 'results in two identical
consonants coming together, the two coalesce into one'. Observe the data below:
(35)
a
b

Rotuman Reduplication (Churchward 1940: 103)
karkar~
karkarkar~
to snore
to work
õarue
õarõarue
] i
] ] i
to shave
kokok~
kokok~
to cackle

In (a) we see the regular pattern is CVC. However in (b), when the first two
consonants of the stem are identical, antigemination results in a CV- reduplicant.17
Thus cross-linguistic evidence supports the OCP as an active constraint in limiting the
size of a reduplicant.
To summarize, the distributive reduplicant is CVC- because MAX-DIST
dominates NoCoda. The CV- alternant results because high ranking constraints
barring geminates rule out the CVC- reduplicant in stems with initial identical
consonants.
(36)

Distributive Summary Ranking
OCP, NoLink, Afx#F >> MAX-DIST >> NoCoda

Each of the reduplicative morphemes has been formed in parallel. The input
contains the abstract morpheme DIST or DIM, and the output contains a wellformed reduplicant. The overall shape and the presence or absence of fixed
segmentism are derived by constraint interaction, according to the assumptions
outlined in section 2. In the following section, I will combine the rankings obtained
thus far and show that words with two reduplicative morphemes in the input can also
be derived in parallel.

17

Interestingly, Rotuman double reduplications are the same as the Lushootseed DIST-DIM stems.
Rotuman Double Reduplications (Churchward 1940: 105)
toka
totoka toktoka
tototoka
to push against
tuki
tutuki tuktuki
tututuki
to refrain
§oro
§o§oro §or§oro
§o§o§oro
to tie or bind
However, see Blevins (1994) who analyzes the CVCV pattern as a single bimoraic foot reduplicant.
(i)
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Double Reduplications

There are two patterns of double reduplications with diminutive and
distributive affixes.18 As noted at the outset, the distributive and diminutive affixes
may cooccur in either order, producing DIST-DIM and DIM-DIST stems. Some
examples of both possible orders are provided below.
(37)
a

b

Lushootseed Double Reduplications
DIM-DIST
dolls, litter [of baby animals]
bí-bcd-bcda§
w
w
sá§-sx -sax cb
legs partly covered19
DIST-DIM
bí-bi-bcda§
small children
sdí-di-duukw
small knives
'í- 'i- '8a§
gravel

The DIST-DIM stems are the most productive. (This is probably the result of the
unusual semantics of forming diminutive-distributives.) In the DIM-DIST stems (a),
the size and vowel quality of RDIM and RDIST are identical to those observed in single
reduplications: C1 í and C1 VC2 . However, in the DIST-DIM stems in (b), there are
three irregularities. The distributive reduplicant does not have the expected shape or
segmentism; it is C1í rather than 1C VC
2 . As noted in section 3.2, in single
reduplications the distributive maintains schwa, even when stressed. Also, the nucleus
of the diminutive reduplicant is i even though it is not stressed. Recall that when the
diminutive is unstressed, the nucleus is schwa.
It turns out that the preceding patterns are the result of the distributive
reduplicant being more faithful to its base than the diminutive. The ranking of
distributive faithfulness over diminutive faithfulness (which is derived from the
analysis of the single reduplications) results in the correct shape and fixed segmentism
for all reduplication patterns.
In a parallel analysis both reduplicative morphemes are affixed and candidate
outputs are evaluated against the constraint hierarchy. The input contains the abstract
morphemes DIST and DIM, affixed in an order consistent with the lexical semantics
of the word. In the candidate output forms, each reduplicative morpheme has its own
reduplicant and base. It is fairly simple to recognize the reduplicants in the output,
but is a matter of some delicacy to determine what portion of the output functions as
the base for each morpheme. Recall that for prefixing reduplication, the base is the
string immediately following the reduplicant. So, in DIST-DIM stems, the base for
18

A third reduplicative morpheme indicating 'out-of-control' is also quite productive, and can occur
with distributive or diminutive reduplication.
19

Syncope often accompanies reduplication (Hess 1966). The process is not entirely regular, but
occurs most frequently between voiceless obstruents.
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the distributive consists of any segments following it; this includes the string
comprising the diminutive reduplicant plus stem. The base for the diminutive will be
the following stem material. Likewise, in DIM-DIST stems, with the diminutive as
the initial reduplicant, its base will contain the following distributive plus stem.
The following representations identify the correspondence relations for DIMDIST and DIST-DIM stems. Correspondents are indexed with numbers for the
diminutive morpheme and with lower case letters for the distributive morpheme.
Bases are underlined.
(38) R/B Correspondents
a
DIM-DIST
input:
output:
DIM RDIM/BDIM
DIST RDIST/BDIST

REDDIMbi
1

REDDISTbcd
123
abc

bcda§
bcda§
45678
abcde

b
DIST-DIM
input:
output:
DIST RDIST/BDIST
DIM RDIM/BDIM

REDDISTbi
ab

REDDIMbi
ab
1

bcda§
bcda§
cdefg
12345

Comparing the distributive correspondence relations in (a) and (b) shows that the
distributive reduplicant only contains base segments. On the other hand, in the
diminutive correspondence relations in (a) and (b), the reduplicants contain non-base
segments.
To preview the analysis, regardless of affix order, the diminutive reduplicant
violates DEP-DIM, and the distributive reduplicant obeys DEP-DIST. This is an
important result. The fact that one reduplicative morpheme obeys a faithfulness
constraint while another one violates it, provides evidence for separate
correspondence functions for individual reduplicative morphemes. Further, the
identity between reduplicants in DIST-DIM stems is the result of maintaining identity
between distributive base and reduplicant.
As predicted by parallelism, the representations in (38) are the optimal
candidates when evaluated against the entire constraint hierarchy. The shape and
fixed segmentism in the output are consistent with the constraint rankings established
for single reduplications. In all cases the output obeys distributive faithfulness at the
expense of diminutive faithfulness. Let us first examine shape and then fixed
segmentism.
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4.1.

Shape

Constraints interact with MAX to determine the size of the reduplicants. By
transitivity of constraint ranking (MAX-DIST >> NoCoda and NoCoda >> MAXDIM) we arrive at the following hierarchy.
OCP/NoLink20 >> MAX-DIST >> NoCoda >> MAX-DIM

(39)

The syllable structure constraint which distinguishes the shape of the distributive and
diminutive reduplicants (presence vs. absence of a coda) intervenes between MAXDIST and MAX-DIM.
In the single reduplications, the basic shapes of the diminutive and distributive
are C1V- and C1VC2-. For the double reduplications there are four candidate shapes
to be compared: C1V-C1VC2-, C1VC2-C1VC2-, C1VC1-C1V-,21 and C1V-C1 V-. In
both DIST-DIM and DIM-DIST stems, the optimal candidate obeys the
OCP/NoLink; it violates MAX-DIST and NoCoda only minimally, and fares poorly
on MAX-DIM.
The optimal shape of the reduplicants in DIST-DIM stems is C1 V-C1 V-. In
the following tableau the vowel quality is held constant, but the shape varies among
the candidates.
(40)

DIST-DIM

DIST-DIM-bcda§

OCP/Nolink

bí-bid-bcda§

a.

b. bíd-bid-bcda§
bíb-bi-bcda§

c.
d.

L

bí-bi-bcda§

*!

MAX-DIST

NoCoda

MAX-DIM

******!

**

***

*****

***!

***

****

**

****

*****

*

****

Candidate d. best satisfies the constraint hierarchy. Candidate a. violates MAX-DIST
worse than others. The distributive reduplicant is bi, its base bidbcda§. Candidate
b. violates NoCoda more than minimally, and candidate c. fatally violates the

20

I will refer to the constraints OCP and NoLink as OCP/NoLink in order to econominally examine
the candidates with geminates and adjacent identical consonants. In the tableaus only
one candidate, not two, will show violations of OCP/NoLink.
21

In the C1VC1-C1V- pattern, the outer reduplicant contains two identical consonants because its
base contains two identical consonants: base = C1VC1V(C2...). The base contains the inner reduplicant
and the following stem. In strict prefixing reduplication, when a larger reduplicant precedes a smaller
reduplicant, the larger reduplicant will always contain two identical consonants.
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OCP/NoLink. In the optimal candidate, minimizing MAX-DIST violations leads to
greater MAX-DIM violation (but MAX-DIM is irrelevant).
The comparison of candidates a. and d. shows a remarkable effect of
parallelism. Candidate a. is suboptimal because of MAX-DIST, and yet a. and d.
differ in the size of the diminutive reduplicant. The correct size of the diminutive
reduplicant is achieved by a higher ranked constraint which does not directly evaluate
diminutive correspondence. An interaction exists because the distributive base
contains the diminutive reduplicant. In a serial derivation, the interaction between
MAX-DIST and the size of the diminutive reduplicant is unexplainable. In a parallel
derivation one expects high ranking constraints to exert an effect over the entire
word.
As a point of logic, a serial derivation would not need to explain such an
interaction. The optimal diminutive form would be derived, and would serve as the
input for distributive reduplication. A potential problem facing the serial account is
that the input to distributive formation, bíbcdà§, contains structure that would need
to be erased. First, primary stress, but not secondary stress, would need to be
reassigned. Second, in order for there not to be an interaction of the type seen in the
preceding tableau, the correspondence relation between the diminutive reduplicant
and base would also need to be erased. Otherwise Gen could change the exponence
of the diminutive morpheme, and an interaction between MAX-DIST and the
diminutive reduplicant would occur. These two changes to the diminutive stem are
unnecessary complications to the grammar, given that parallelism derives the correct
forms. While the serial account would not need to explain the interaction between
MAX-DIST and the diminutive reduplicant, it would need to explain why the relation
between reduplicant and base is obliterated between levels. A further problem is that
there is no evidence for intermediate stages, because the constraint rankings do not
differ. Serialism would also posit an intermediate stage for DIM-DIST stems, where
the input to diminutive is the distributive stem bcdbcdá§.
The optimal shape of the reduplicants in DIM-DIST stems is C1V-C1VC2-,
which also follows from the constraint ranking established for single reduplications.
(41) DIM-DIST
DIM-DIST-bcda§

MAX-DIST

NoCoda

MAX-DIM

Lbí-bcd-bcda§

**

**

*******

b. bíd-bcd-bcda§

**

***!

******

***

**

*****

***!

*

******

a.

c.

bíb-bc-bcda§

d.

bí-bc-bcda§

OCP/NoLink

*!

Candidate a. best satisfies the constraint hierarchy. The suboptimal candidates incur
fatal violations of NoCoda (b), OCP/NoLink (c), and MAX-DIST (d).
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Regardless of affix order, the four candidate shapes can be winnowed down
to two, based on purely phonological grounds. Candidates with C1VC2-C1VC2 shape
incur a fatal violation of NoCoda. Candidates with C1VC1-C1V shape incur a fatal
violation of OCP/NoLink. Of the two remaining candidate shapes, C1V-C 1V and
C1V-C1VC2, both share the property that the initial reduplicant has the shape C1 V.
Selection of the optimal candidate thus rests on selecting the correct shape for the
second reduplicant.
The optimal reduplicant shapes obey MAX-DIST at the expense of MAXDIM. An interaction occurs because the the base of the outer reduplicant contains the
segments of the inner reduplicant: there is a direct relationship between the size of
reduplicants and bases. When DIST is outermost, its base contains diminutive
material. Here, obeying MAX-DIST coincides with minimizing the size of the
distributive base, reducing the size of the diminutive reduplicant. A smaller diminutive
reduplicant incurs more MAX-DIM violations. So the optimal DIST-DIM stem is
C1V-C1V-, with a smaller diminutive reduplicant. When DIM is outermost, its base
contains distributive material. Obeying MAX-DIST results in increasing the size of
the distributive reduplicant; its base remains constant. A larger distributive
reduplicant coincides with a larger diminutive base and a greater number of MAXDIM violations, making the optimal DIM-DIST candidate C1V-C 1VC2-.
The correct shapes of the reduplicative morphemes can be derived in parallel,
regardless of the order of reduplicative affixes. Nothing special need be said about
words with multiple reduplicative affixes. The only requirement is that the input have
the correct morphological structure. Everything else follows from the constraint
ranking independently required for single reduplications. Having established that
shape can be derived in parallel I now turn to fixed segmentism.

4.2.

Fixed segmentism

Recall that fixed segmentism results in a violation of Dependence. In order
to derive the correct pattern of fixed segmentism we must establish an overall ranking
of the different Dependence constraints for diminutive and distributive morphemes.
I will limit the discussion to the stems which contain schwa vowels.
In the analysis of the diminutive, I established that the phono-constraint
*Stressed-schwa dominates DEP-DIM. Recall that the difference between diminutive
and distributive was that the distributive reduplicant tolerated stressed schwas.
However, no ranking between DEP-DIST and *Stressed-schwa was provided
because, as mentioned in note 14 in section 3.2, the crucial candidate *bid-bcda§ also
violates Contiguity-DIST. Therefore, the ranking of Dependence-DIST and
*Stressed-schwa cannot be determined. However, when the distributive reduplicant
is CV- (as in the DIST-DIM stems), Contiguity is trivially obeyed, establishing the
following ranking:
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Dependence-DIST, *Stressed-c >> Dependence-DIM

(42)

It is important to keep in mind that the addition of the distributive morpheme will not
affect initial stress.22 So, in the following discussion, stress remains on the initial
syllable in accordance with Align(PrWd, L, Ft, L).
Because we are only examining roots with schwa, there are two vowel
qualities to consider: the root vowel c or the fixed segment i. Freely generating all
relevant candidates produces four possible vowel melodies for the double
reduplications: c-c, i-c, c-i, and i-i. The optimal candidate will obey DependenceDIST and *Stressed-schwa, faring poorly on Dependence-DIM. The prediction is
that for all stems, the distributive reduplicant will only contain base material and the
diminutive will always contain non-base material.
The optimal shape for DIST-DIM stems is C1V-C1V as I have already
established. In the following tableau the shape is held constant, but the vowel quality
varies among the candidates.
(43)

DIST-DIM
DIST-DIM-Root

Dep-DIST

a.

bc-bc-bcda§

b.

bí-bc-bcda§

*!

c.

bc-bi-bcda§

*!

L

d.

bí-bi-bcda§

*Stressed-c

Dep-DIM

*!

*!

*
*

Candidate d. is the optimal form. It only violates Dep-DIM. The distributive
reduplicant is bi; its base bibcda§. Dep-DIM is violated because the diminutive
reduplicant is bi, containing a segment not in its base bcda§. The suboptimal
candidates violate *Stressed-schwa (a), Dependence-DIST (b), or all three constraints
(c). Once again, distributive faithfulness is maintained over diminutive faithfulness.
The preceding tableau illustrates that Dependence-DIST dominates
Dependence-DIM. A valid ranking argument obtains because all candidates obey
Contiguity-DIST. The ranking is determined by comparing candidates b. and d.
repeated in the tableau below.

22

Forms like /bcdbcdá§/ are analyzed as having an initial foot that does not bear main stress. The
initial foot satisfies Align-L(PrWd, Ft) and the lack of stress satisfies *Stressed-schwa. For further details
about Lushootseed prosody, see Urbanczyk (in prep).
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(44)

Dependence-DIST >> Dependence-DIM
DIST-DIM-Root
bí-bc-bcda§

b.

L

d.

bí-bi-bcda§

Dependence-DIST

Dependence-DIM

*!
*

In the optimal candidate, every segment of the distributive has a correspondent in its
base. Higher ranking Dependence-DIST compels violation of Dependence-DIM,
resulting in identity between the distributive and its base, which contains the
diminutive reduplicant. This identity effect explains why the diminutive has the fixed
segment even though it is not stressed.
The identity between the distributive and diminutive reduplicant is an instance
of over-application of fixed segmentism (as pointed out to me by Laura Walsh).
Over-application occurs when a phonological alternation applies in both base and
copy, even though the trigger is present in only one string (Wilbur 1973; Kiparsky
1986; Mester 1986; McCarthy and Prince 1995). A classic case of over-application
can be seen in the Indonesian nasal substitution below.
(45)
pikir
tari
kira

Indonesian Nasal Substitution (Uhrbach 1987; McCarthy and Prince 1995)
mcmikir
mcmikir-mikir
think (over)
mcnari
mcnari-nari
dance (for joy)
mcõira
mcõira-õira
approximately/to guess

Over-application results because identity is maintained between reduplicant and base.
See McCarthy and Prince (1995) for detailed discussion of reduplicative overapplication and Benua (1995) for over-application in truncated words.
The ranking for over-application of fixed segmentism in double reduplications
shows remarkable parallels with the ranking established for over-application in single
reduplications (McCarthy and Prince 1995) and in truncated words (Benua 1995).
The ranking schemata are presented below.
(46)
a
b
c

Over-application Schemata
Single Reduplications (McCarthy and Prince 1995)
BR-Faith, Phono-Constraint >> IO-Faith
Truncated Words (Benua 1995)
BT-Faith, Phono-Constraint >> IO-Faith
Double Reduplications
Dependence-DIST, *Stressed-c >> Dependence-DIM

In all cases of over-application, high-ranked reduplicative (and truncatory) faithfulness
compels violation of lower-ranked base faithfulness. In single reduplications and
truncated words, the faithfulness of the base is regulated by IO-Correspondence,
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while in double reduplications, the faithfulness of the base is regulated by BRCorrespondence.
In the DIST-DIM stems, initial stress compels the presence of a fixed segment.
Because DEP-DIST is high ranking, it compels the presence of the fixed segment in
its base. which contains the diminutive reduplicant.
The pattern of fixed segmentism in DIM-DIST stems also follows from the
same ranking. Recall that the optimal shape is C1V-C1VC2; again, only vowel quality
varies among the candidates.
(47)

DIM-DIST

DIM-DIST-Root

Dep-DIST

a. bc-bcd-bcda§

*Stressed-c

Dep-DIM

*!

L

b. bí-bcd-bcda§

*

c.

bc-bid-bcda§

*!

d.

bí-bid-bcda§

*!

*!

*

Candidate a. violates *Stressed-schwa and candidates c. and d. violate DependenceDIST. Candidate b. is optimal because RDIST only contains base material (RDIST=bcd;
BDIST=bcda§).
Over-application does not apply in DIM-DIST stems because the diminutive
base (the distributive reduplicant) has a stronger faithfulness requirement. The
distributive must be faithful to its base, which is regulated by IO-Faith.
Regardless of affix order, the correct pattern of fixed segmentism is selected
because the distributive maintains identity with its base, while the diminutive is always
unfaithful to its base. High-ranking Align(PrWd, L, Ft, L) and *Stressed-schwa
ensure that the initial reduplicant is always Cí. Thus the two vowel melodies to
choose from are: i-i and i-c. When distributive is outermost (DIST-DIM), the
identical vowel melody is optimal. Fixed segmentism over-applies. When the
diminutive is outermost (DIM-DIST), the non-identical vowel melody is optimal.
There is normal application of fixed segmentism. In both DIST-DIM and DIM-DIST
stems, obeying Dependence-DIST results in violation of Dependence-DIM.

4.3

Summary

I have shown that parallelism of constraint evaluation results in the correct
shape and fixed segmentism in double reduplications. Previous accounts required
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cyclicity and subjacency. Subjacency is inappropriate to account for the CV- alternant
in the DIST-DIM stems because a process of antigemination explains the pattern.
Further, subjacency cannot account for the CV- alternants which occur with single
reduplications. Cyclicity is not needed because with the advent of Correspondence
Theory, reduplicant and base are necessarily adjacent in the output.23 Recall that in
Broselow's analysis cyclic reduplication ensured that the segmental content of the affix
was obtained from an adjacent string. In addition, the identity effect, previously
attributed to the cycle, is reanalyzed as an instance of over-application.
The DIST-DIM pattern of double reduplication seemed to provide evidence
for an intermediate stage in the derivation. A serial analysis would posit an
intermediate stage in which DIM is affixed first. However, we saw that the
distributive constraint exerts an influence over the diminutive shape and fixed
segmentism.
One final point is that the constraint rankings for the two reduplicative affixes
follow a pattern: the distributive R/B correspondence constraints dominate the
diminutive ones. This is schematized as:
(48)

DIST-Faith >> DIM-Faith

The distributive reduplicant is more faithful to its base than the diminutive: it contains
more segments and contains only base material.
Two questions arise regarding the ranking in (48). The first is why the
ranking should be as it is, and the second concerns encoding this relative ranking in
the lexical entries of reduplicative affixes. The answer to both of these questions is
the same if the distributive morpheme is a root reduplicant. Specifying the distributive
template as REDDIST=Root rather than REDDIST=Afx proves to be an instance of the
general schema:

23

Adjacency of reduplicant and base is problematic for double reduplications with a reduplicative
infix. The reduplicative infix is not part of the base, as the following DIST-DIM stems from Thompson
(Interior Salish) show.
(i)
Thompson (Broselow 1983: 329)
a
sil
calico
b
sí-sil
DIM
c
sil-sil
DIST
d
sil-sí-sil
DIST-DIM
It appears as if the segments of the diminutive affix (an infix) are skipped over in (id). This pattern also
violates subjacency because the distributive contains segments from a non-adjacent stem. Broselow
attributes the transparency of the diminutive to its status as an infix. She proposes that the diminutive
attaches to a syllable (the locus of its attachment site is sensitive to stress) and does not produce a new
stem, making it exempt from the subjacency condition. Following Broselow’s insight, Urbanczyk (in
prep) investigates the morphological vs. prosodic conditions on bases, to explain why infixes are not part
of the base. This pattern does not offer evidence for a serial derivation because it is not clear which stem
has precedence (DIM or DIST) in forming double reduplications.
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(49)

Meta-Constraint on Root and Affix Faithfulness
Root-Faithfulness >> Affix-Faithfulness (universally)
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The fact that distributive correspondence dominates diminutive correspondence
follows from the universal ranking in (49). McCarthy and Prince (1995) propose that
correspondence holds between input and output, as well as between base and
reduplicant. If the distributive is a root and the diminutive is an affix, then the ranking
in (48) is an instantiation of (49). The two faithfulness schemata refer to the same set
of constraints, the only difference is that one measures I/O faithfulness and the other
measures B/R faithfulness. (See MP 1995 for a discussion of other possible
interactions between correspondence constraints.)
Analyzing the distributive template as a Root proves to be an enterprise in its
own right. Therefore I will just mention some of the issues which are raised by this
proposal.
The first issue is to determine the constraints that characterize root shape.
The analysis thus far assumes that the distributive is an affix, and therefore its syllable
size obeys Afx#F. While McCarthy and Prince (1994a) discuss several constraints
on the shape of Stem and Affix, it is more problematic to provide a uniform theory for
roots. For example, it does not seem possible to reconcile concatenative
morphological systems such as English with non-concatenative morphological system
like Arabic. A key issue is to determine the constraints on canonical root shape and
how they affect the size of reduplicative affixes.
The second issue is to provide evidence that the distributive morpheme
exhibits rootlike properties in Lushootseed. First, the canonical root shape in
Lushootseed is CVC. Snyder (1968: 14) reports that 68% of the 700 roots he
collected are CVC and CcC (Southern Lushootseed). So, the distributive has the
canonical root shape. Second, Broselow (1983: 337) proposes that the morphological
structure of inherently reduplicated words like pišpiš 'cat' is root+root.
(50)

stem
root
piš

root
piš

While a systematic study of inherently reduplicated words in Lushootseed has not yet
been conducted, Broselow's proposal supports analyzing the distributive morpheme
as a segmentally empty root. Third, the distributive exhibits the prosodic properties
of roots. Two points are that, in post-tonic position, both roots and distributives may
have syncopated vowels, and both allow schwa to be stressed.
Further investigation is required to provide conclusive evidence that the
distributive is a root. The proposal has the advantage that the faithfulness
requirements of the distributive and diminutive follow a universal ranking schema.
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The individual properties of size and fixed segmentism follow from the universal
ranking of root faithfulness over affix faithfulness.

5.

Concluding remarks

The analysis of double reduplications in parallel has shown some striking
results. Primarily, a pattern of reduplication which seemed to present evidence for an
intermediate stage (DIST-DIM) actually shows that high ranking reduplicative
constraints exert an effect on unrelated reduplicative morphemes. This is
quintessential parallelism. If the double reduplications were truly derived with an
intermediate stage, a subsequent reduplicative morpheme could not disrupt the results
of the first stage.
The patterns of Lushootseed double reduplication illustrate that in serial
theories of reduplication (with an actual copy mechanism), the cycle is required to
ensure that reduplicant and base are adjacent. In parallel OT, the adjacency of
reduplicant and base in the output obviates the need for cyclicity.
Identity effects which had previously been attributed to the cycle are shown
to be an instance of over-application of fixed segmentism in double reduplications.
When the morpheme with higher-ranked faithfulness requirements precedes the
morpheme with lower-ranked faithfulness, identity is enforced. This pattern of overapplication shows striking parallels with identity effects in single reduplications and
truncated words. It further shows that the crucial ranking is with RED-Faith
dominating BASE-Faith. BASE-Faith can be regulated by IO-Correspondence or
BR-Correspondence.
Finally, regardless of the morphological structure of the input, the Constraint
Hierarchy (or grammar) of Lushootseed selects the correct candidates for all patterns
of reduplication. Any alternations in size and fixed segmentism of the reduplicants
follow from the interaction of general phonotactic constraints with reduplication
specific constraints. This parallel analysis has been argued to be simpler than a serial
account which would posit an unwarranted intermediate stage.
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